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Variant Management Recommendations 
Version 05  

28 June 2021 

 

The Variant Management sub-group is expected to address the following gaps with respect to  (cc)TLDs and their  Variants: 

• How are Variants defined? 

• How are they managed? 

With respect to the first question, the definition of TLD Variants, on 11 Apr. 2013, the ICANN Board resolved to 

implement the LGR Procedure. The definition is included in Table 1 as item # 1. 

 

With respect to the second question, IDN variant TLD management mechanism, the ICANN Board of Directors: 

 approved on 14 March 2019  IDN Variant TLD Recommendations  and requested ccNSO and GNSO take into account 
the recommendations while developing their respective policies to define and manage the IDN variant TLDs for the 
current TLDs as well as for future TLD applications, and communicate for a consistent solution. 

 approved on 26 January 2020 Recommendations for the Technical Utilization of the Root Zone Label Generation 
Rules and requested the ccNSO and GNSO Councils take into account the Recommendations while developing their 
respective policies to define and manage the IDN variant TLDs for current TLDs as well as for future TLD 
applications. 

To provide an overview to the working group and ensure the coordinated and consistent approach as requested the 

following tables were developed:  

• Table 1 - Overview IDN Variant TLD Recommendations. This table includes the recommendations as adopted by the 

Board, an overview of the GNSO view on these recommendations, and will include in time the recommendations of the 

sub-group and their findings. 

https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-2013-04-11-en
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/lgr-procedure-20mar13-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-2019-03-14-en
https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/idn-variant-tld-implementation-2018-07-26-en
https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-2020-01-26-en
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/rz-lgr-technical-utilization-recs-07oct19-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/rz-lgr-technical-utilization-recs-07oct19-en.pdf
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• Table 2 - Overview of Recommendations on the Technical Utilization of RZ-LGR. This table includes the 

recommendations as adopted by the Board, an overview of the GNSO view on these recommendations, and will include 

in time the recommendations of the sub-group and their findings. 

The sub-group is expected by taking into account and based on the existing recommendations develop and propose its own 

recommendations to the full WG and hence to broader community as part of the ccPDP4 effort. 

 

In time and to test and prepare the sub-group’s views the group is also expected to address specific questions in a ICANN 

Org staff paper. 
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Table 1 - Overview IDN Variant TLD Recommendations 
 

Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

1 Defining IDN Variant 
TLDs 
RZ-LGR MUST be the 
only source for valid 
TLDs and their variant 
labels. (same as first IDN 
Variant TLD 
recommendation – see 
below) 

 

Recommendation 25.2: 
Compliance with Root Zone 
Label Generation Rules (RZ-
LGR, RZ-LGR-2, and any 
future RZ-LGR rules sets) 
must be required for the 
generation of TLDs and 
variants labels, including 
the determination of 
whether the label is 
blocked or allocatable. IDN 
TLDs must comply with 
IDNA2008 (RFCs 5890-
5895) or its successor(s). To 
the extent possible, and 
consistent with 
Implementation Guidance 
26.10, algorithmic checking 
of TLDs should be utilized. 
 
 
To the extent possible, and 
consistent with 
Implementation Guidance 
26.10, algorithmic checking of 
TLDs should be utilized. 
 
 
Implementation Guidance 
26.10: The application 

Recommendation 1 
Definition of Variants.  
Compliance with Root Zone 
Label Generation Rules 
(RZ-LGR, RZ-LGR-2, and 
any future RZ-LGR rules 
sets) MUST be required for 
the generation of 
IDNccTLDs and variants 
labels, including the 
determination of whether 
the label is blocked or 
allocatable. IDN TLDs must 
comply with IDNA2008 
(RFCs 5890-5895) or its 
successor(s).  
 

 

 

Staff Question: what if, if relevant script (the script in which the 
Designated Language is expressed) is not (yet) integrated in RZ-
LGR? (see also item 5 table 2). 
 
Looking at the SUBPro recommendation, distinction between 
blocked and allocatable 
Clarify the difference? 
Discussed  
 
Question check if understood correctly. 
If a IDNccTLD is requested i.e. meets criteria of meaningfulness 
and IDNA 2008, sufficient or also required that.  
Blocked and allocatable. 
Applied  
Difference allocatable applied potential strings 
 
RZ-LGR  
Designed tool string / label. Output set contain all variants. 
Blocked maximized, variants 
 
 
Note discussion on requirements for IDN ccTLD string: 
Technical criteria in general/  
 
IDN TLDs strings must comply with IDNA2008 (RFCs 5890-5895) 
or its successor(s). 
 
The language marked yellow has been included as a reference.  
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

submission system should do 
all feasible algorithmic 
checking of TLDs, including 
against RZ-LGRs and ASCII 
string requirements, to better 
ensure that only valid ASCII 
and IDN TLDs can be 
submitted. A proposed TLD 
might be algorithmically 
found to be valid, 
algorithmically found to be 
invalid, or verifying its validity 
may not be possible using 
algorithmic checking. Only in 
the latter case, when a 
proposed TLD doesn’t fit all 
the conditions for automatic 
checking, a manual review 
should occur to validate or 
invalidate the TLD. 

2 IDN variant TLDs {t1, 
t1v1, …} MUST be 
allocated to same 
entity. 
 
 
For IDN variant TLDs 
that arise from an 
application and the RZ-
LGR, all allocatable IDN 
variant TLD labels in the 
set must be allocated to 
the same entity or 
withheld for possible 

Recommendation 25.5: 
IDN gTLDs identified as 
variant TLDs of already 
existing or applied for 
gTLDs will be allowed only 
if labels are allocated to the 
same entity and, when 
delegated, only if they have 
the same back-end registry 
service provider. This policy 
must be captured in 
relevant Registry 
Agreements. 

IDN variant TLDs {T1, T1V1, 
..,T1Vx} MUST be 
delegated to same entity. 
 
All allocatable IDNccTLD 
variant TLD strings from the 
set of IDNccTLD generated 
as variant from the selected 
IDNccTLD string by 
applying the RZ-LGR, 
MUST be delegated or 
transferred (also in case of 
a revocation) to one and 
the same the same entity or 

Question: in description the word arise is used: Does this imply 
no need to request? The Variants are assigned automatically? 
 
What are characteristics of entity in context of IDNccTLDs? 
Once a selected string has been verified, it will be delegated as 
a ccTLD to the ccTLD Manager. Is this the idea? 
 
Note that some ccTLD Managers have an arrangement with a 
back-end provider. Should a similar, mandatory arrangement be 
provided as a requirement for delegation of variants? 
 
ccNSO Institutional Issue. Assuming variants will be delegated 
to the same ccTLD Manager, should the ccTLD Manager for 
each and every variant of the selected IDNccTLD string be 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

allocation only to that 
entity. In other words, for 
a top-level label t1 
allocated to Entity X, its 
allocatable variant label 
t1v1 must only be 
allocated to Entity X or 
else withheld for 
possible allocation only 
to Entity X. 
 

 

withheld for possible future 
delegation to that entity. In 
other words, for a top-level 
label t1 delegated to the 
IDN ccTLD Manager, its 
allocatable variant label(s) 
t1v1,…, t1vx shall only be 
delegated to the same 
IDNccTLD Manager or else 
withheld for possible 
delegation to IDNccTLD 
Manager. 
 
If a specific IDNccTLD is 
operated by a”back-end” 
provider under 
arrangement with the 
IDNccTLD Manager, or will 
be operated by a “back-
end” provider under 
arrangement with the 
IDNccTLD Manager, then 
that “back-end” provider 
MUST operate all variants 
of that specific IDNccTLD 
as well.   
 
Use term “ASSOCIATED”  
IDNccTLDs, to describe the set 
of selected IDNccTLD string 
(S1) and its variants (S1V1, 
…,S1Vx) ? 

 

treated as an individual ccTLD Manager, and may therefore 
become member of the ccNSO for each and every variant 
IDNccTLD? 
 
Description staff recommendation, the word “arise” is used. If 
an organisational entity submits an IDN ccTLD string then RZ-
LGR is applied, and variants occur. If they are allocatable, what 
happens? Bundled with the selected string? 
Yes, that is accurate, but not use term bundled. Blocked 
variants: not allocatable to anybody. The allocatable variants 
will be put aside for the same applicant for potentially use.  
 
Q: Does the entity need to request the delegation of the variant 
strings as well? Is that done automatically? 
Response: “withheld” is the right term. Not use the term 
“reserved”, because those strings cannot go to any applicant. 
Being withheld is an automatic step. But the delegation is not 
an automatic step.  
 
Note: In principle delegation follows the IANA delegation 
process and at the request of the future IDN ccTD manager. 
 
Q: next step? Automatic delegation? Other criteria of string 
evaluation for IDN ccTLDs. One thing for the WG to consider is 
to create the strings automatically. May or not fulfill the 
evaluation criteria for the strings.  
Q!: are the meaningfulness criteria still valid for variants? 
 
Response: yes, but not only. Technical criteria too. Multiple 
factors.  
 
Question: criteria as developed by the main group should apply 
to the variant as well? 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

Response: see original recommendations from the staff report. 
Recommendation 9: all existing processes should apply, unless 
there is an explicit exception. Same rigour.  Original process 
applies to each variant, unless there are documented 
exceptions by the WG 
Response : let’s discuss when we reach recommendation 9 from 
the staff paper.  
 
Q: How was this viewed in the ccNSO SubPro discussions? What 
should be the same entity?  
Should this be the ccTLD manager, or someone else? 
Registry operators in the gTLD world. Entity that is the TLD 
manager 
Q: regarding the backend providers, should we include anything 
here?  
Response: idn ccTLDs with high level of complexity.  Limited 
practice in this area. Be conservative at the start. If same 
entities operate the variant TLDs, it is easier to manage the 
complexity. 
Response: supported by one of the principles of the full WG.  
Mechanism where we strongly urge, support and almost 
enforce idn cctld managers to adhere to this basic 
recommendation. ccTLD-world does not have a registry 
Agreement. If we suggest to leave this up to implementation, 
there will be a lot of push-back. 
Q: what is backend provider? The technical support provider 
(TSP)? 
R: yes. Example AUDA. clear line between the policy-setting and 
administrative organisation on the one hand, and the 
organisation that runs the operations.  
 
Q: Suppose the backend is still the same, how will this 
recommendation become invalid? 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

Response: If you have multiple variants under management, the 
entity could assign the various variants to backends among 
several parties. Situation you want to avoid. To ensure coherent 
management of variants. 
Note: Our company is a TSP. we are not a TLD manager. Even 
though 2 backend operators want to implement the same 
policies, there are always minor differences. Should be avoided 
for TLDs that are variants of each other. 
 
Question: Do you agree with the principle of unified 
management? To be revisited next time. A few green marks, no 
red marks.  
 
Next meeting: come up with a mechanism that would ensure 
this, to the extent possible. 
Q: once variants are delegated, will they be listed in the root 
zone DB as a separate entry? 
Response: the variant is an annotation to the string. Entry in the 
root zone, similar record as any other entry. Some constraints.  
 
Note: 2 issues 

• Membership ccNSO. Related to the iana root zone DB. 
if listed as a ccTLD manager, you are listed as such. 
Then you can apply for ccNSO membership. E.g. NIXI 
manages 22 ccTLDs including the IDN ccTLDs and .in. 
You can imagine that if there would be variants as well, 
the number of entries for NIXI in the root zone would 
increase. Requirements for ccNSO membership. The 
ccnso had to deal with this: one vote per country. 
Implications and impact on the membership of the 
ccNSO 

Q: is this for this WG to discuss? 
Response: it is a consequence for introducing variants. May 
need to be flagged as something for the broad group to discuss 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

Note: suggestion to go back to IANA, and ask them for input. 
Response:  
Currently, IANA has NOT been defined how it will handle 
variants. However please not ethe following in response: 
If multiple variants are intrinsically linked as an inviolable set, 
then IANA procedures will need to support the notion of them 
as a bundle and all the associated business processes will have 
to adapt accordingly. This would imply for example for a 
transfer of one, the whole set should be transferred. If, on the 
other hand, they are unconstrained and each variant can be 
treated as if it weren't part of a set (i.e. as a wholly independent 
TLD) then procedures do not need to be adjusted and treat 
each variant as a TLD with no special consideration for them 
being variants. 
 
IANA expressed hope that whatever parameters / constraints is 
arrived at by ccNSO policy is will be compatible with GNSO 
policy. IANA strives wherever possible to have common 
approaches across all TLDs, so if we can represent ccTLD 
variants and gTLD variants in the same manner in the root zone 
database that will certainly simplify things greatly. 
 
 
ccPDP3 retirement Policy recommendations on retirement are 
in the decision-making phase. One of the subgroups of ccPDP4 
deals with the de-selection of IDN ccTLD strings. (i.e. 
retirement) if the IDN string is de-selected, should the variants 
follow the rules and practices of the selected IDN ccTLD string 
or not? 
Note: the next upcoming IDN GNSO PDP will weigh in on the 
implications of the same entity principle both on first and 
second level. One aspect is transfer (same entity to be 
preserved), if one variant label is intended to be moved, all 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

other labels need to move to another entity. Operator and 
backend. 
Response: consistency principle to apply on transfer, revocation 
etc as well. That is the implication. Consistent with how things 
happen now. 
Note comment above about IANA remarks 
 
In favour of staff paper formulation? 
 
Use term “ASSOCIATED”  IDNccTLDs, to describe the set of 
selected IDNccTLD string (S1) and its variants (S1V1, …S1,Vx) ? 
 
 

3 Same label under IDN 
variant TLDs s1.{t1, 
t1v1, …} MUST be 
registered to the same 
entity.  
 
For each allocated IDN 
variant TLD, a given 
second level label 
beneath the TLD must 
only be allocated to the 
same entity/registrant, or 
else withheld for 
possible allocation only 
to that entity. In other 
words, s1 under {t1, 
t1v1, …}, e.g., s1.t1 and 
s1.t1v1, must be 
allocated to Entity Y or 
else withheld for 
possible allocation only 

Recommendation 25.7: 
For second-level variant 
labels that arise from a 
registration based on a 
second-level IDN table, all 
allocatable variant labels in 
the set must only be 
allocated to the same entity 
or withheld for possible 
allocation only to that entity 
(e.g., all allocatable 
second-level labels {s1, 
s1v1, …} under all 
allocated variant TLD labels 
{t1, t1v1, …}). 

 Staff Note: scope of ccNSO PDPs may be a limiting factor (Annex 
C ICANN Bylaws) 
 
Use language Expected, but not mandatory? 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

to Entity Y. 

 
4 Second-level variant 

labels under IDN variant 
TLDs {s1, s1v1, …}.{t1, 
t1v1, …} MUST be 
registered to the same 
entity. 
 
According to the IDN 
Implementation 
Guidelines, for second-
level IDN variant labels 
that arise from a 
registration based on a 
second-level IDN table, 
all allocatable IDN 
variant labels in the set 
must only be allocated 
to the same entity or 
withheld for possible 
allocation only to that 
entity. This implies that 
all allocatable second-
level labels {s1, s1v1, 
…} under all allocated 
variant TLD labels {t1, 
t1v1, …} must be 
allocated to Entity Z or 
else withheld for 
possible allocation only 
to Entity Z. 

 

 

Recommendation 25.5: 
IDN gTLDs identified as 
variant TLDs of already 
existing or applied for 
gTLDs will be allowed only 
if labels are allocated to the 
same entity and, when 
delegated, only if they have 
the same back-end registry 
service provider. This policy 
must be captured in 
relevant Registry 
Agreements. 
 

 Staff Note: scope of ccNSO PDPs may be a limiting 

factor (Annex C ICANN Bylaws) 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

5 Second-level IDN tables 
offered under IDN 
variant TLDs MUST be 
harmonized. 
 
 
Second-level IDN tables 
applicable for an IDN 
variant TLD set must be 
mutually coherent but 
not necessarily identical. 
For two second-level 
variant labels s1 and 
s1v1 under any TLD t1 
generated using the 
applicable IDN table for 
t1, these must also be 
variant labels under TLD 
t1v1 if generated by the 
applicable IDN table for 
t1v1. This also implies 
that the complete set of 
second-level variant 
labels may not all be 
valid under all variant 
TLDs. For example, for 
the second level label 
s1v2, the domain name 
s1v2.t1 may be valid, 
but due to difference in 
IDN tables for variant 
TLDs, s1v2.t1v1 may 
not be valid. 

 

No corresponding 

recommendation under 

SubPro 

 Staff Note: Section 8 of the ccPDP4 WG document, 

which includes refers to IDN Tables and the related 

policies and procedures.  

 

Staff Note: Scope of ccNSO PDPs may be a limiting 

factor (Annex C ICANN Bylaws) 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

6 IDN variant label 
allocatable or activated 
under IDN variant TLDs 
may not necessarily be 
the same. 
 
The set of allocatable or 
activated second-level 
variant labels may not 
be identical across the 
activated IDN variant 
TLDs. For two variant 
labels s1 and s1v1 
which are allocatable 
under the active IDN 
variant TLDs t1 and 
t1v1, the label s1.t1 may 
be allocated or activated 
but s1.t1v1 may not be 
allocated or activated. 
Similarly, if s1v1.t1 is 
allocated or activated, 
s1v1.t1v1 may not be 
allocated or activated. 
 

Recommendation 25.8: 
Second-level labels derived 
from Recommendation 25.6 
or Recommendation 25.7 
are not required to act, 
behave, or be perceived as 
identical. 
 

 Staff Note: scope of ccNSO PDPs may be a limiting 

factor (Annex C ICANN Bylaws) 

7 The registry service 
providers MUST be the 
same for IDN variant 
TLDs. 

 
For feasible and 
consistent 
implementation of these 
requirements, the same 

Recommendation 25.5: 
IDN gTLDs identified as 
variant TLDs of already 
existing or applied for 
gTLDs will be allowed only 
if labels are allocated to the 
same entity and, when 
delegated, only if they have 
the same back-end registry 
service provider. This policy 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

back-end registry 
service provider, if 
applicable, must be 
employed for operating 
all the activated IDN 
variant TLDs by the 
registry operator. 

must be captured in 
relevant Registry 
Agreements. 
 

8 Existing policies and 
associated procedures 
for TLDs MUST be 
updated to 
accommodate the 
recommendations for 
IDN variant TLDs. 
 
Existing policies and 
associated procedures 
must be adjusted to 
ensure that the 
recommendations above 
remain true under the 
functioning of gTLD and 
ccTLD policy and 
procedures. 

 
 

No corresponding 

SubPro recommendation 

 Staff Note: scope of this ccNSO PDP may be a 

limiting factor (Annex C ICANN Bylaws). This PDP 

is about the selectionof IDnccTLD strings, not about 

changing delegation, transfer, revocation, and 

retirement processes and procedures.  

 

See discussion item 2 above. 

9 All remaining existing 
TLD policies must apply 
to IDN variant TLDs, 
unless otherwise 
identified. 
 
Unless adjusted due to 
recommendation 9 

No corresponding 

SubPro recommendation 

 Staff Note: scope of ccNSO PDPs may be a limiting 

factor (Annex C ICANN Bylaws) 

 

See discussion item 2 above. 
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Item 

# 

 Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation of the sub-group 

above or other reasons 
identified and agreed by 
the community, because 
each IDN variant TLD is 
also another TLD, all 
existing TLD policies 
and procedures for 
allocation and 
delegation remain 
applicable for IDN 
variant TLDs as well. 
 

 

 

Please note need to discuss the (use of) IDN Tables! 
See for background:  
https://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables  
 
https://www.iana.org/help/idn-repository-procedure  
 
https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/idn-guidelines-2011-09-02-en   

https://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables
https://www.iana.org/help/idn-repository-procedure
https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/idn-guidelines-2011-09-02-en
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Table 2 - Overview of Recommendations on the Technical Utilization of RZ-LGR 

 

Item 

# 

TSG Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation 

of the sub-group 

1 All TLD labels, IDN and ASCII labels, MUST 
be processed using the RZ-LGR. 
 
Lowercase alphabetic ASCII labels are, as 
a practical matter, a subset of the Latin 
script labels defined by RZ-LGR; therefore, 
these ASCII Labels must be subject to RZ-
LGR processing to determine their cross-
script variant labels, e.g. with Armenian, 
Cyrillic, Greek, and other applicable scripts. 
Consequently, GNSO and ccNSO should 
incorporate the use of RZ-LGR into their 
TLD application processes accordingly and 
in a consistent manner. 

 

Recommendation 25.2: 
Compliance with Root Zone Label 
Generation Rules (RZ-LGR, RZ-
LGR-2, and any future RZ-LGR 
rules sets) must be required for the 
generation of TLDs and variants 
labels, including the determination 
of whether the label is blocked or 
allocatable. IDN TLDs must comply 
with IDNA2008 (RFCs 5890-5895) 
or its successor(s). To the extent 
possible, and consistent with 
Implementation Guidance 26.10, 
algorithmic checking of TLDs 
should be utilized. 
 

 

 See item 1 Table 1 

2 For the scripts and writing systems which 
have been integrated into the RZ-LGR, the 
RZ-LGR must be the only source for 
processing the following cases: 

• Validate an applied-for TLD label and 
determine its variant labels with 
corresponding dispositions 

• Calculate variant labels, and 
corresponding disposition values, for 
each one of the already allocated or 
delegated TLD labels 

Recommendation 25.2: 
Compliance with Root Zone Label 
Generation Rules (RZ-LGR, RZ-
LGR-2, and any future RZ-LGR 
rules sets) must be required for the 
generation of TLDs and variants 
labels, including the determination 
of whether the label is blocked or 
allocatable. IDN TLDs must comply 
with IDNA2008 (RFCs 5890-5895) 
or its successor(s). To the extent 
possible, and consistent with 
Implementation Guidance 26.10, 
algorithmic checking of TLDs 
should be utilized. 

 See comments section 8 

of original Board report  
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Item 

# 

TSG Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation 

of the sub-group 

• Calculate variant labels, and 
corresponding disposition values, for 
each one of the reserved TLD labels 

 

 

 

3 GNSO and ccNSO should work 
collaboratively and consider their 
respective policy, procedure and/or 
contract changes to address any existing 
possible deviations from the calculation of 
the RZ-LGR: 

• Delegated TLDs. 

• Self-identified “variant” TLDs. 
 
 
3.1. Delegated TLDs: These are cases that 
have occurred under special circumstances 
in which labels generally deemed as the 
same (i.e. variant TLDs under RZ-LGR) 
were previously delegated as independent 
TLDs, albeit with special considerations 
(e.g. synchronized TLDs). Any such 
variations should be considered for 
alignment with RZ-LGR.  
 
3.2. Self-identified “variant” TLDs: 
Historically IDN TLD applications, for gTLDs 
and ccTLDs, have asked the applicant to 
identify and list any variant labels (based on 
their own calculations) corresponding to the 
applied-for string. These self-identified 
“variant” labels may or may not conform to 
the RZ-LGR once implemented. The self-
identified “variant” labels which are also 

No corresponding SubPro 

recommendations 
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Item 

# 

TSG Recommendation GNSO SubPro 

Recommendation 

ccPDP4 VM Subgroup 

Recommendation 

Comment/Observation 

of the sub-group 
variant labels based on RZ-LGR will need 
to be assigned a variant disposition based 
on RZLGR calculation. Further, self-
identified “variant” labels that are not variant 
labels based on the RZ-LGR definition 
should not be considered as variant TLD 
labels and it needs to be determined on 
how to address such labels previously 
identified by the applicants.  
 
GNSO and ccNSO must consider a 
resolution of such outstanding cases that 
conforms to the LGR Procedure and RZ-
LGR calculations. 
 

4 For an applied-for TLD label whose script(s) 
are supported by the applicable version of 
the RZ-LGR, the RZ-LGR will calculate either 
of two values: “valid” or “invalid”. 
Consequently, an applied-for TLD that is 
determined “valid” may proceed with the 
subsequent evaluation process, whereas an 
applied-for TLD that is determined “invalid” 
must not proceed, because it did not pass 
the validation by RZ-LGR. 

 
Recommendation 4 describes the cases in 
which an applied-for label, whose script 
is supported by the RZ-LGR, is 
determined to be “invalid”. The SG 
defers to the GNSO and ccNSO to 
determine the process to deal with these 
cases (e.g. suspend or reject the applied-
for TLD) as this is considered a matter of 

[Regarding the remedy element] 
 
Recommendation 32.1: The 
Working Group recommends that 
ICANN establish a mechanism that 
allows specific parties to challenge 
or appeal certain types of actions or 
inactions that appear to be 
inconsistent with the Applicant 
Guidebook. 
 
The new substantive 
challenge/appeal mechanism is not 
a substitute or replacement for the 
accountability mechanisms in the 
ICANN Bylaws that may be invoked 
to determine whether ICANN staff 
or Board violated the Bylaws by 
making or not making a certain 
decision. Implementation of this 
mechanism must not conflict with, 
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policy or procedure. While there may be 
merits for either choice, the SG provides 
items 4.1 to 4.4 as technical input for 
community’s consideration, to help address 
SSAC’s SAC060 recommendation: "ICANN 
must maintain a secure, stable, and 
objective process to resolve cases in which 
some members of the community (e.g., an 
applicant for a TLD) do not agree with the 
result of the LGR calculations."  
 
Consequently, an applied-for TLD that is 
determined “valid” may proceed with the 
subsequent evaluation process, whereas an 
applied-for TLD that is determined “invalid” 
must not proceed, because it did not pass 
the validation by RZ-LGR. While policy 
needs to determine how an “invalid” label 
should be dealt with (Recommendation 2 in 
SAC060), the following technical input 
should be considered by the relevant policy 
development process: 
 
4.1 Conformance with IDNA2008. An 
applied-for label must be in Normalization 
Form C7 and must conform to IDNA2008.  
 
4.2. Conformance with LGR Procedure. 
Policy or procedure must not override the 
results of the RZ-LGR. That is, policy or 
procedure alone cannot turn an “invalid” 
label into a “valid” label, or vice-versa. 
Doing so would invalidate the entire 
RZLGR. Any change to the RZ-LGR (e.g. 
repertoire, variant rules or WLEs) must be 
undertaken using the process stipulated in 

be inconsistent with, or impinge 
access to accountability 
mechanisms under the ICANN 
Bylaws. 
 
The Working Group recommends 
that the limited challenge/appeal 
mechanism applies to the following 
types of evaluations and formal 
objections decisions: 
 
(Specifically, likely the DNS 
Stability aspect of 
evaluation/challenge 
procedures) 
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the LGR Procedure.  
 
4.3. Script LGR can be updated, if 
justified, using the LGR Procedure. In 
general, GPs make design choices based 
on current knowledge and available 
information. These choices determine the 
code point repertoire and its context rules, 
the whole-label evaluation rules and variant 
sets. If and when there is new information 
available, the LGR Procedure defines the 
process to update the RZLGR9.  
 
4.4. Re-validation of applied-for label is 
possible. The applied-for TLD label may be 
re-validated when a new RZ-LGR version 
becomes available. 

 

 

5 For an applied-for TLD label whose script is 
not yet supported by the applicable version 
of the RZ-LGR, the application should not 
proceed until the relevant script is 
integrated into the RZ-LGR. It is implied 
that the application should remain on-hold 
(or other appropriate status) until the 
relevant script is integrated into the RZ-
LGR. 

Implementation Guidance 25.3: If 
a script is not yet integrated into the 
RZ-LGR, applicants should be able 
to apply for a string in that script, 
and it should be processed up to 
but not including contracting. 
Applicants under such 
circumstances should be warned of 
the possibility that the applied-for 
string may never be delegated and 
they will be responsible for any 
additional evaluation costs. 

 See question on 

Recommendation 1 staff 

paper. Under Fast Track 

process an application for 

a string could be 

submitted and ultimately 

delegated without 

requirement that relevant 

script is integrated into the 

RZ-LGR. Note that the 

issue of variants or variant 

management was not 

addressed for the Fast 

Track 
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6 SSAC advises in SAC060 that too many 
variant labels should not be delegated. The 
SG considers that the matter on limiting 
the number of allocatable variant labels to 
be a policy matter.  
 

No corresponding SubPro 

recommendations 

 Staff question: should 
meaningfulnes criteria 
also apply to variants?  
 
If v1-5 are all variants of 
or include a variant of 
t1t2, should v1-5 meet all 
meaningfulness criteria? 
What happens if only v1 
and v2 meet  
meaningfulness criteria?  

7 It is expected that the RZ-LGR be revised 
throughout its lifecycle, either as a result of 
a new script LGR being integrated or a 
revision of an existing script LGR being 
adopted. There may be cases where a 
script LGR does not support an existing 
TLD. In such cases, it is possible that the 
existing TLD(s) may need to be 
grandfathered.   

No corresponding SubPro 

recommendations 

  

 

 


